ASSA ABLOY Academy Training

ASSA ABLOY Americas University is proud to offer a 4-day educational program tailored to cover all the essentials of the process of supplying Architectural Hardware to the door opening. This is an entry level program designed for those individuals who would like to sharpen their skills in the overall process of successfully bidding, scheduling, ordering, and furnishing a project with Architectural hardware.

The following subjects are covered:

- Three parts of a specification
- Codes and standards and the affect they have on the total opening
- How to schedule the correct door hardware for various openings.
- Master keying and the key meeting
- Estimating, and proper ordering technique exercises will help to sharpen your skills and bring favorable results to each project.
- Tips for job-site trouble shooting and preventative maintenance to ensure a fully functional and secured opening.

TO REGISTER:

- Enroll in ASSA ABLOY Academy
- If you have already enrolled, log on here: [https://assaabloyacademy.com/americas](https://assaabloyacademy.com/americas)
- After logging onto the Academy, type the Locator Number in the search box in the upper right hand corner of the web page

COURSE LOCATOR NUMBER: 9709

Travel expenses, including airfare, hotels and meals are the students responsibility. ASSA ABLOY will provide lunch during full day sessions.

If you attempt to register and get a “class is full” message, please check back later to see if a seat has opened up.

Click [HERE](https://assaabloyacademy.com/americas) for hotels near our training centers.